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MRS JAGGARD’S BLOG
We began the week with the most moving Memories Assembly, led by Prep 6. We were treated to solo performances on the ‘cello and piano, whole class singing from ‘Six The Musical,’ a flashback to the Hat Walk Cat Walk
and a super leaver’s film (great work Mrs Stone!). The staff enjoyed the Prep 6 Parents’ Farewell Barbeque on
Monday evening - thank you to all those who organised the event, it was a lovely evening.
The last day of term started with our traditional farewell to Prep 6, as they arrived by tractor and trailer via the
Newill Field to be greeted by the rest of the school, waving banners and cheering. Mr Dray and I enjoyed playing
a few jigs to welcome the children, emotions were high, but there was also a lot of jubilation. Prep 6 were then
treated to breakfast with their families, on the lawn. The children looked so happy chatting to each other. Whilst all of this was going on, Mr Dray was busy setting up a mini Glastonbury Festival in the Sunley Hall and
the school enjoyed a fantastic singalong. It was fun: Mrs Brogan-Jones couldn’t resist the microphone, and we
found an undiscovered vocal talent (until now) within the kitchen staff… We also witnessed the unveiling of the
bespoke dummer’s vest… Mr Reed simply said “Be careful what you wish for”. Thank you to the Prep 6 parents (I
think!).
The last day of the academic year was rounded off with the Final Assembly and Prizegiving. The Chamber Ensemble played ‘Por una Cabeza’ - a terrific tango, Pranav played the Indian drums and the whole school sang ‘Power
in Me,’ which has become a really moving Spring Grove anthem. We celebrated the efforts and achievements of
many members of the school community, and said our final farewell to our school leavers. It was a wonderful
afternoon.
It has been a truly superb year, and I would like to thank all of my talented and dedicated colleagues who form
such an amazing team at Spring Grove for their passion, tenacity, skill and energy. We celebrated our school values—curiosity, care and consideration, creativity, confidence and craftmanship– last week, and I know that these
will continue to be at the heart of everything we do at Spring Grove as we move forwards. I am very excited for
the future of our amazing Spring Grove family.
Have a fantastic summer, and I look forward to seeing you all again at the start of the autumn term. For those of
you who are leaving, I wish you all the very best for the next part of your adventure.
Mrs Jaggard

FAREWELL...
As the year draws to an end we are saying goodbye to several members of staff.
Wendy Desmet is leaving after four years at Spring Grove, first as a parent to Josh,
then as a PGCE trainee and most recently as the school’s SENCo. Wendy has given
so much to Spring Grove in so many ways—her care for the children, her creativity
and artistic flair, and her expert teaching and dedication in her role as SENCo. We
wish her well for the future and thank her for all she has done.
Harry Pierce came to Spring Grove this year to work as a TA in Prep 3 and he has
been a brilliant addition to the team, both in the classroom and on the sports field.
Harry is leaving us to further his golfing career—in the Bahamas… nice one Harry!
We’ve had a fantastic team of Gap students this year. Katie Snelling, Josh Greening
and Dylan Collie have worked in Year 2, Prep 3 and Prep 5
respectively, and their support, knowledge and enthusiasm
have been much appreciated. Katie is taking on a carer’s role
next year with a view to a career in Occupational Therapy;
Josh is heading to Nottingham University to study Computer
Science, and Dylan is also heading northwards to Leeds University to study Sports Psychology. Everyone at Spring Grove
wishes them all the best in their future studies.
To all our leavers—you will always be part of the Spring
Grove family—please come back and see us!

FUNDRAISING FOR THE RED CROSS
Bloom, Chaplin, Livia and Edith decided to sell Mrs
Collin’s wedding surplus during the Brook BBQ fete
last Saturday and raised in excess of £100 for the Red
Cross. Well done—great effort!

FAREWELL TO PREP 6!
Prep 6 had a wonderful Spring Grove send-off at the end of term, with a spectacular arrival at school followed by breakfast
on the front lawn, and Final Assembly and Prizegiving to celebrate their achievements. Good luck in your new schools and
please come back to see us soon!

PREFECTS 2022-23
School Captains: Quinn C, Elis F-P
School Vice-Captains: Sophie B, Andrew D
Sports Captains: Rosie M, Sanjay P
House Captains:
Chaucer Polly R, Tamsin L, Frank W
Austen Issy P, Emily W, Andrew D
Dickens Charlie A, Rory B, Ophelia B
Conrad Hamish S, Henry B, Isla W
Art Prefect: Emily W
Charity Prefect: Bavi P
Dance and Drama Prefect: Ophelia B
Eco Prefect: Isla W
Forest School Prefect: Tamsin L
KS1 Play Leaders: Polly R, Bavi P
Languages Prefect: Mariella C
Music Prefects: Sophie O’G, Frank W
Sports Leadership Team: Isla W, Rory B
Technology Prefects: Arthur A, Henry B

WYE BOUNCY
CASTLES
Bouncy Castles for children’s parties
16x14ft & 19x14ft—fully insured
Free delivery and set up in Wye
For more information contact Rick
Restell on 07717662292
wyebouncycastles@gmail.com

TREACHERY AT TRAITOR’S QUAY
It’s WWII and London isn’t safe. The five Dawson children are evacuated to the coast to stay at the home of Eggin-Drake, Minister of
Information. They’re thrown in amongst all sorts of characters from
the dishevelled Home Guard and air-raid wardens to the surly
gamekeeper and retired sea captain. And it soon becomes apparent
that there is a spy in their midst…
Who is the spy? Can their plan be foiled before it is too late? And
just what is the strange secret about the JAM?

SWIMMING LESSONS WITH TOBIE
Bookings are now being taken for swimming lessons in
the Summer Holidays
Monday – Friday
18th July – 26th August 2022
£20 per half hour session
For more details or to book sessions contact
abmp@uwclub.net

SCHOOL MINIBUS SERVICE
The minibus service operates from Monday to Thursday
morning and the route is currently from Stop 24 on the
M20 to Aldington, Mersham and back to Spring
Grove. We are unable to offer a drop off in the afternoon due to after-school activities.
We would like to increase the number of pupils using the
service and therefore would be happy to amend the current route if you live in that vicinity.
If you would be interested in this service, please contact
Mrs Peirson with any queries.

HELP NEEDED
If there is any parent (perhaps a dentist, hygienist or
dentist nurse) who is able and willing to come in and
talk about healthy teeth etc. to the Reception class in
September or October please email Mrs Newman or
Mrs Cracknell.
snewman@springgroveschool.co.uk
jcracknell@springgroveschool.co.uk

SUMMER READING
CHALLENGE
A challenge for all of our keen readers
over the summer.

Any children who are able to complete
this reading competition organised by
Kent Libraries will be awarded House
points in the Autumn term.
‘This year The Reading Agency are teaming up
with Science Museum Group for a very special
science-themed Challenge that will inspire
your family to use your imagination and creativity! Gadgeteers will feature amazing books,
awesome rewards, and plenty of ideas for cool
experiments and activities to discover the science all around us.’

Click here

SECOND-HAND UNIFORM SALE
There will be a PTA Second-Hand Uniform
Sale in the Summer holidays on:
Tuesday 16th August 9-10am

Muddy's Guide to the
Summer Hols |
Muddy Stilettos Kent
Stuck on what to do with your children for SIX whole weeks? Don't
panic, Muddy has you covered with
26 suggestions for the best bits of
Kent.
kent.muddystilettos.co.uk

CHILDCARE AVAILABLE
Hello!
My name is Rebecca and I am available for some
childcare until September 10th.
I am 19 years old and about to head off to University
to read Law. I have experience in childcare and
would love to help out. I can also help with reading
and any homework if required. I drive and have a
full DBS, and I worked at the Spring Grove Summer
Camp last year. My contact details are below so feel
free to send me a message or email.
I am free on a Monday, Tuesday morning and afternoon, Thursday morning and afternoon and Friday
all day. I can also be available on the weekends.
Number- 07845243172
Email-rebeccaconnell10@icloud.com

In another busy term, with so much going on, the Eco Council have continued to work hard to deliver our new
Eco Action Plan with the dual aim of improving the School Environmental footprint and ensuring that we maintain our Green School Award when our status comes up for renewal at the end of July.
The new rainwater collection system (‘Makin’ Rain’) has been up and running and providing some much needed hydration to the burgeoning School
Orchard which now has an impressive mix of 16 plum, cherry, apple and
pear trees (with two more quince to arrive soon). Even more spectacular is
that, despite only being planted in the Spring, not only did we have some
beautiful blossom but the first ‘fruits of our labour’ have been harvested and
trialled by a combination of Mr C and the SG chickens.
The Recycling Centre is still operating at a pace with particular need for
batteries as we recently took part in Duracell’s ‘The Big Battery Hunt’. We
are very grateful for your help collecting empty crisp packets over the past
three years. You have helped us raise funds for the Eco Fund and green charities through The Crisp Packet Recycling Scheme with TerraCycle and Walkers. The recycling landscape has thankfully changed for the better and today
there are more than 3,500 collection points at local supermarkets that accept crisp packets for recycling along with other types of flexible plastic. In
light of this progress. The Crisp Packet Recycling Scheme has been closed. If
you wish to keep recycling your packets, you can take them to your nearest
supermarket (including Coop in Wye) with a flexible plastic collection point.
After a busy Spring Term building homes for bats, hedgehogs and kestrels,
tits and robins, the homes have been mounted by Mr Butcher around the
school. Five of the boxes made up the inaugural ‘Inter-House Nestbox Competition’ and the exciting news for the end of the school year is that Dickens
had the first confirmed sighting of an actual resident
The ‘Conserv-a-Tree’ plastic greenhouse project continues. As the summer
sun has finally shone, soft drink consumption levels have
begun to rise and the end is in sight. Keep those 2 litre
bottles coming…

Our Eco work is for the planet not about the glory but it is always nice when our efforts are recognised. In April,
as part of SG's drive towards increased environmental awareness and responsibility, many of the children took
part in Pledge2Recycle's Pledge2Win initiative. The children were asked to create pledges to reduce their plastic,
conduct litter sweeps and write poems to highlight the need to recycle. Not only did Spring Grove win the overall
Kent competition, but Isobel J and Belle D from Prep 6 were joint winners in the poetry competition. The school
were presented with a new picnic table made from recycled plastic bottles and a school recycling kit whilst Isobel
and Belle received backpacks.
All about Recycling
by Belle Darsey
Recycling is good but why?
It helps our seas and brightens our skies.
Keep our landfill clear and the rubbish minute,
Take a second, let’s not pollute.
If we can reuse it the results are best,
Some waste can’t be recycled but please check the rest.
Let’s all play our part and help the environment win,
Please put your rubbish in the correct bin.
We have also been invited to attend the Kent Wildlife Trust’s Wilder Kent Awards on 23rd July and are hoping
this is a very positive omen - watch this space!
I must pass on my particularly thanks to Eco Prefect, Liberty, who has had an incredible year inspiring the School
to make positive changes to help the planet. Not only did she conceive and spearhead Wye’s first ever plastic
free week at the start of March she has collected pledges to do more, raised awareness around the community
and visited a Recycling Centre to get a greater understanding of the business end of her initiatives. Well done Liberty!

Have a wonderful Summer break and continue to make those changes for a better and more sustainable future…
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle!

FOREST AND BEACH SCHOOL REPORT
It was a new way of doing things this term as Giraffes joined the Forest School gang and everyone increased
their time in the woods to fortnightly visits. However, the undoubted highlight of the last few weeks was a return to Beach School after the various disruptions of the previous two years
There has been the usual mix of play, craft, games, nature and stories and, as the temperature increased,
many tried their hand at solar firelighting. A few themes have once again crept into our sessions with map
reading, nettles, rainforests, bats, birds, Vikings and the inevitable Italian cuisine all popping up at some
point! The children have continued to show their craftsmanship to produce craft, help wildlife and enhance
the site. The highlight was the preparation and conversion of a wind fallen tree into the incredible SG Platinum
Jubilee Maypole ready for the celebration of Her Majesty’s 70 years on the throne in June.
On the beaches of Minnis Bay and Reculver,
every year group got a day on the coast. The
weather was at its British best for many of
the sessions but, nevertheless, everyone
had a great time completing activities such
as scavenger hunts, rock pooling, beach art,
sand castle building, Viking beach games
and the odd story of Royal Air Force ingenuity and heroism. There was also time to
learn about tides and plastic pollution and
complete numerous beach cleans which resulted in bags of
damaging rubbish being removed from out oceans.
We’ve continued to collect tree seeds and have begun the
stratification process in the hope that we can cultivate tree
saplings as part of our plan to grow our own trees and give
back to the community and environment. There was some
incredible success cultivating horse chestnut trees but we
learned the hard way that rabbits find them extremely
tasty! Every day’s a school day!
As we look forward to September, we refuse to stand still
and there is no let up in the ambition and growth of the programme and its influence. Miss Hodgetts has recently begun
her Forest School Leader training and during the
Autumn term we’ll be mentoring parent and longterm Forest School volunteer, Alex and her friend
Susie as they look to complete their own portfolios
and follow their own Forest School Leader journey. There’ll be some inevitable works up at the
site with the hope that pallet teepee will be completed before the children’s arrival for next year.
As ever, Forest School could not have happened
without the support from the parents, teachers
and volunteers who give up their time each week
to make Forest School what it is. Many thanks to everyone who has been involved.
Mr Curnow

MUSIC REPORT
Musical events at SG have been on a constant accelerando right up to the final beat of the bar as we reached a
vigorous full crescendo gaudioso, with the whole school singing “Power in Me” during the final assembly. Earlier in the day Sunley Hall became the stadium backdrop to a hearty and raucous singalong, with pulsating
lights, the mighty Mr Reid on drums, Mrs Jaggard’s electrifying cutaway violin cutting through the crowds with
high decibel precision and yours truly on keys, the backing band to the loudest singing I’ve ever heard at SG.
There has been incredible subtlety ‘even in the quietest moments‘. The Prom was the platform for some of our
more advanced young musicians with virtuosic performances of songs and instrumentals and the school choir,
orchestra and folk band battling with the wind stealing their music, but still providing us with sonorous beauty.
To add to the ever growing catalogue of musical excellence to be found at SG, one must mention the bravura
performance of ‘Treachery at Traitor’s Quay’ with exquisite solo singing, dazzling choruses and sophisticated
harmonies to compliment the fabulous acting that made up this hugely enjoyable show.
With the school in full voice each week there is no danger of any perdendosi occuring in our musical score.
After a well earned break we will
start again next term - da capo.
Have a good summer!
Mr Dray

FRENCH REPORT
It has been another successful term in the French department. It was wonderful to finally be able to resume our
residential trips to France and take the children in Prep 5
and 6 to Le Château de la Baudonnière. It was an absolute
pleasure not only to witness their progress in French but
also to watch them grow as individuals, as they conquered
fears and tried out many new things.
One of the highlights of the term for me was to watch the
children perform the popular French song ‘L’hymne de la
Vie’ several times, and see them raise the roof with it. A
number of children in Prep 5 are also to be commended on
performing our French version of ‘Snow White and the
Seven Dwarves’, which was very entertaining to watch.
Prep 4 have focused on the topic of School. They made
beautiful posters giving their opinions of school subjects.
More recently they also impressed me with how quick
their retained phrases to describe the weather.
In Prep 3, the first half of the term was dedicated to naming fruit. During the second half of term, they have learnt
to name body parts and created and labelled their own
scary monsters! The children also particularly enjoyed singing our topic related songs: ‘J’aime les fruits’ and ‘Des os il
en faut!’, which they performed beautifully at our most recent French Breakfast.

Year 2 have also been naming body parts and enjoyed singing the French Version of ‘Head, Shoulders Knees and
Toes’. I would also like to thank them for kick starting the
French breakfast with a fantastic rendition of Alain Lelait’s
‘Greetings song’.
In Year 1, the children learnt about shapes and colours
whilst Reception and Nursery enjoyed learning about mini
beasts.
I would like to
finish by thanking you once
again for supporting our two Café de l’école and the French breakfasts which help raise money towards our annual Prep 5 trip to
France. Prep 6 hosted both events did a great job selling croissants
and pains au chocolat, and helping the little ones to order their
food and drink in French. Many thanks also to Mr McHugh and the
kitchen staff without whose help these events could not take place.
Bonnes vacances,
Madame Leavey

SPORTS—SUMMER TERM
What a year… another one has flown by! The cricket season has been a brilliant success and the children have
once again all enjoyed representing the school in our first, almost 100%, mixed cricket season! The only exception
was Kent College, but I think they'll be mixed next year. Having more children to choose from has been a real
pleasure as it has really made the children work hard for their selection in the various teams. The standard of
cricket has been very pleasing, and the amount of improvement that has been made by all of the children has
been lovely to see.
We entered a new event this term, a biathlon which was held
at Ashford Prep School although it was actually an Ashford District Schools event. There were lots of children there, and we
managed to win the best team category, and also Mollie S won
the individual event in her age group!
Swimming has also been very successful and the children have
all made superb progress in their strokes, or in their confidence in and around the water. It is a real pleasure to be able
to teach the majority of the children, particularly as they all
seem to enjoy it!
Have a great summer!
Mr Smith
Track and Field Report
The school has a tradition for bringing young, talented pupils through the ranks, and this year was no different.
The Kent IAPS championships showed how impressive our children are against the best from the other schools in
Kent. This year we fielded eight children—all of them performed
amazingly well, especially as three of them still have one or two
years at being able to compete in this competition.
The Inter Schools’ Competition proved to be a great success—so
much so that I will open the event up to several more schools
next year. As this was for years 3 - 6, it gave our younger children the opportunity to shine and wow, we really do have some
superstars on the horizon.
Sports Day was absolutely fantastic. I particularly loved listening
to the children cheering each other on, congratulating each other and showing support especially when they’d finished a
tough race—it makes me feel
so proud of the children as
they work together as a team.
This doesn’t happen everywhere—but it happens at SG,
always.
I wish everyone a safe and
happy summer break.
Mrs Langford

OUR TERM—TEDDIES
The Teddies children have had a really busy term! with a lot of new and
exciting experiences such as Sports day and our
Messy day! We have had lots of new children start
with us this term and we are really proud of how
they have settled and even more proud of our older
children who have helped them settle.
This term we have been looking at Summer where
the children enjoyed making butterflies and flowers as well as planting their own sunflowers to take
home. We have also been looking at the farm and
have enjoyed looking at the animals who live on the
farm as well as making their own sheep and ducks.
We have also been learning all about our
numbers through songs and games and
have especially enjoyed singing "5 cheeky
monkeys" and "5 currant buns" where
they are always excited to come and buy
a currant bun. The children have also
been developing their gross motor skills
through our obstacle course where they
climbed, balanced, crawled and jumped!
The Teddies children had great fun at
our Teddy bears picnic/ Messy day where
they were able to explore porridge, paint
and cornflour and get their teachers
very messy! They then enjoyed a picnic
with their Teddy bears before having
some water fun on the slip and slide. We
also want to say well done to all of our
children for their effort on Sports day!
You are all amazing!
I would like to take the time to thank all of our parents for their continued support this year, we really
appreciate it. We wish all of our children good luck, whether they are staying in Teddies, starting Giraffes, or having a different adventure!
Have a wonderful summer!
Love from
Miss Fisher, Mrs Cox, Miss Mukendi, Miss Williamson, Miss Richards, Mrs Mac and Miss Appleby

OUR TERM—GIRAFFES
We come to the end of a busy Summer term and
sadly the end of the Giraffe year. We started the
term with a topic on farm animals and went as a
whole group to the Rare Breeds Centre. Some of
the highlights were challenging ourselves to walking around the mysterious marsh adventure trail
and watching the very fast pigs racing each other! We also loved stroking the rabbits, guinea pigs
and goats.
We then went to Beach school which was great fun
despite the rain! We found all sorts of shells, seaweed and even crab shells and one live crab! We
built lots of sandcastles and made a necklace from
a shell to take home.

We have continued to look at numbers, shapes and
practised our counting skills on a daily basis. To
prepare us for reading in Reception, we have focused on hearing initial sounds, clapping syllables in
words and thinking of words that rhyme. Daily storytime has been enjoyed by all and often favourite
stories like ‘Funny Bones’, ‘The Shark in the Park’,
‘The Cat in the Box’, ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ are
requested each time!
We learnt about the seasons - Spring and Summer
and observed changes in our garden and around the
school grounds. We studied lifecycles and we watched caterpillars grow and build cocoons. We have had fun chasing lots of
blue and white butterflies in the garden!
Sports Day was great fun and all the children did so well showing
their speed and skills down the track. We were very proud of
them all for taking part and concluding it with a relay race! We
also had our own walk around the field with the Teddies class to
mark the whole school 10 km walk for Values week.
To prepare for Reception we began to join playtimes on the field
with the Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 children. All the children
have met their new Reception teachers whether they are staying
at SG or not.
The children have all progressed so well and we have really enjoyed having them in the Giraffe
class. We would like to wish you all a very happy summer with your families and to those who are
leaving SG - please keep in touch and let us know how it all goes. For those staying at SG we look
forward to seeing you in September!
Thank you also
for your continued support
throughout the
year.
Mrs Clarke, Mrs
Newman, Mrs
Upchurch and
Mrs Taylor

OUR TERM—RECEPTION
Wow Reception, what a wonderful last term we have had! We quickly settled back
into school life after the excitement of the Easter break and carried on making
excellent progress.
In maths we have looked at adding and subtracting and have practised our understanding of number composition every day through a warm up. We have also
learnt about doubling numbers to 6, grouping, odd and even numbers. We ended
the year completing some problem solving which we were amazing at!
In phonics and literacy we have learnt how to chunk up longer words to help us
read them, we have also had daily practice reading short and long vowel graphemes with adjacent consonants (e.g. nest, hand, twist). We have practised applying this phonic knowledge by having weekly independent writing to complete in
our literacy books. I cannot tell you how hard Reception worked during their
phonics this year and this has been reflected in their outcomes.
Our topics have been ‘Transport’ and ‘Curiosity’. The children have been so engaged in these topics and particularly
loved learning about boats. As a class we all had a go at
making our own boats using junk modelling and then tested
them to see if they could float. Curiosity was based on
actual questions asked by the children which we then tried
to answer, some of these included, how are sweets made,
how do the planets move, how does an engine work and how
do magnets stick to things?
We had our summer class assembly about the Queen’s life
and the Jubilee. The children really loved learning about
the Queen but a particular highlight for them was definitely talking about the famous corgis. We all practised our words and performed them beautifully on
the day.
Our school trip to Pizza Express was a very memorable experience for the group who made Margherita pizzas from scratch. We had a lot of fun
with the flour and also learnt about some fruits and
vegetables before having a play in a playpark and
finally eating our creations.
We've also been junior beekeepers, had a visit
from Theodore's goslings, had Leo's author grandmother visit and read to us and even made a pineapple upside down cake for the queen (which we absolutely loved).
Towards the end of the year we had Value’s week where we made
flower jars and had a football coaching session, both with some volunteers who are also some of the wonderful SG parents. We also
took part in the end of the school's 10k walk, which we found a challenge but most of us persevered to the end!
Let’s hear from the children and see what they have loved most
about their first year of school.
Henry P - “I liked it when we talked about the Titanic and how it
sank.”
Heidi - “I liked learning about the transport, my favourite is a lorry.”
Joshua - “I liked playing outside. I like it with my friends.”
Otto - “I liked the Titanic again, I liked seeing what the windows were like.”
Ruby - “I like when we do maths worksheets. I liked doing patterns.”
Ferne - “I like doing maths and I liked the phonics dancing game with the digraphs.”
Lexi - “I liked making smoothies. I put 2 blueberries, raspberries, strawberries and bananas in mine.”
Minnie - “I like playing on the big field. I like sitting down.”
Leo - “I like having the best teachers.”
Theodore - “I remember when there was a mouse in the classroom and everyone screamed!”
Henry p - “Sometimes we have pulled funny faces at Mrs Wells and made her laugh.”
Maxwell - “I remember when we came in and there were 3 porridges on the table and we did a bear hunt.”
Have a wonderful Summer break,
Mrs Cracknell and Mrs Wells

YEAR 1: OUR SUMMER TERM
We have had a brilliant time in Fox Class this year and we are ready for Year 2!
Here is an acrostic poem we wrote as a class.

Goodbye Miss Hodgetts and Miss Coglan
Our lovely classroom
Our Bog Baby habitat
Ducks in the pond
Being brave on stage for assembly
Yummy lunches in the hall
Excited for Year 2

Yummy lunches
Eggs from the chickens for baking
Allowed on the climbing frame in Year 2!
Running in the Year 1 garden
Outside at Forest School
New friends joining in Year 2
End of Year 1

YEAR 2: OUR SUMMER TERM
What are your favourite memories of Year 2?
•
I like making Egyptian masks!
•
I liked Sports Day because I like sports!
•
I liked the 10km walk, most people said their legs ached
but mine didn’t!
•
I liked the Sports Day because we got to do tug of war with
our houses!
•
My favourite bit is cricket because it when Mr Brunetti
teaches me cricket!
•
History because it is fun because you get to learn new
things!
•
Wingham Wildlife Zoo!
What topics have you enjoyed this term?
•
The Ancient Egyptians because Miss Snelling was put into a
tomb!
•
The Amazon rainforest because it has a lot of animals and
most of them I liked!
•
Egyptians because we made lots stuff like making the
masks!
•
The rainforest because I just find Egypt and the mummification stuff too disgusting especially pulling brains out of
your nose!
•
The Amazon rainforest because they have orangutans and
they’re furry and I love them!
What activities you have enjoyed this term?
•
Coding!
•
Football and cricket!
•
Art with Mrs Desmet!
•
Making the flowers!
•
Relaxing and lego
•
Cricket because it's one of my favourite sports and I like hitting the
ball and bowling!
•
Mine was rugby and football because I like scoring tries and tackling.
•
Making flowers even though I had
hayfever!
•
Making Egyptian masks because we
got to do it step by step and it really
made sense!

SUMMER TERM REPORT—PREP 3
It has been a busy summer term in and out of the Prep 3 classrooms. We talked to the children about some of
their favourite memories and they helped us compile this report.
In history we have been learning about the Vikings and the Battles of Hastings.
We went on an exciting and educational trip to Battle Abbey. It was really fun
because there was so much to do and see. People had to dress up in funny costumes. Nico was William of Normandy and Luca was King Harold, Lily was Edward
the Confessor. We acted out the battle with shields and found out that the Normans and Saxons had different shaped shields. The woman telling us about it,
loved swinging the axe around and it made us a bit nervous! We had great fun at
the playpark and lots of children enjoyed the hamster wheel that swung them
upside down.

We travelled to Minnis Bay for Beach School on a sunny Monday morning. It was
a Viking themed day and we played loads of Viking games and looked for shells
and built enormous sandcastles and dug holes that
filled with water. After a litter pick, (we found a lot!)
we saw a replica Viking ship, we found out that the
dragon head showed they wanted to invade.
Our assembly was about the Queen. It was called
‘Queen The Musical’ and we sang some really cool
songs. We chose this theme because it was the Platinum Jubilee (70 years on the throne) and we had a giant street party for lunch at school and we danced
around the maypole. This was a memorable event.
We had a prom on the front lawn, we listened to music and Mr Dray got his voice back and the choir sang some
amazing songs.
We did lots of physical activity this term, such as playing cricket matches against other schools and we did an adventurous 10K walk. It was fun and tiring and good exercise. We had a great view from the Crown and were rewarded with hotdogs and ice lollies back at school.
We had some tests - some people liked them and some did not!
Sadly, we have to say farewell to Mr Greening and Mr Pierce at the end of this term. They have been a great asset to the Prep 3 Team and we will miss their enthusiasm and support. We wish them both well in their future
endeavours and hope they will take with them some
great memories of their time at SG.
It has been a pleasure to work with this great group of
children and we wish everyone a happy and relaxing
summer holiday!
Mrs Saxby, Mr Clover and Mrs Coglan

SUMMER TERM REPORT—PREP 4
Thea: I LOVED going to Hever Castle because when we went my group
was to go first into the castle. We were so excited when we got in, Bella thought the picture of King Henry VIII was a random King. I loved the
tiny children’s bedrooms and the huge bedrooms with the king sized
beds. I also liked going in the water maze. Hever Castle was one of my
favourite school trips
Ella: Forest School was very fun and we made teepees, we chopped
wood, we made instruments and did many more activities. We always
loved climbing and the delicious food. We are waiting till year 5 Forest
School…
Hebe: I loved all the house plays from Conrad (Romans) Chaucer
(Stoneage )Austen (Victorians) and Dickens (Tudors) but my favourite
play was obviously the Dickens play because I'm in Dickens! Conrad
Chauser and Austin were also good and amusing to everyone who was
watching and fun to do. Thanks to everyone who helped with the
House Jamboree.
Elliot: Football was so fun - a lot of the boys liked it. One match I scored a bum/back goal but sadly it was two one to the
other team and it was Tristan's first game in goal. We nearly scored from Tristan's amazing drop kick. Jenson was amazing at crosses but no one got to the end of it. Jenson scored in a quarter final and we made it to penalties but we lost.
Everyone tried their best. Thank you to Mr Curnow for teaching us in football.
Abygaëlle: Beach school was very cool and I quite liked the crab hunting. I can’t wait for year five beach school.
Grace: I enjoyed doing our assembly all about poems. All the poems were all about cats. For example Cats Sleep Anywhere that was one of the many we performed. I really enjoyed doing it.
Alice: At Spring Grove we get to do so many cool trips. One of my favourite trips was The Gangsta Granny show. It was
epic. At the end the actors all came on stage and bowed. We then went outside and found out that one of the mini buses was broken down and the other got stuck on the grass! Happily, In the end all we got back to school.
Tristan: The Bee Musical was an extravaganza of drama, music, singing and dancing, performed by Preps 3 and 4. The
Musical told a very important story of the bees’ role in pollination, in a lively and humorous way.
Here are my top three songs from the show….
#3 this song is Pollination it is a really fun song because the dance that went with it was really fun!
#2 this song is Bee Bop because it is really fun to sing
#1 this song is Bee Mine because it was about romance and the singing was fun and I could make up the dances.
Beau: In the spring term we started a bee project. We did lots
of exciting things and Miss Drury’s friend Lisa, a bee expert,
came in to talk to us. Then we did an amazing bee show to
top the whole week off. It was really fun and the cover I designed was picked to be on the front page of the Bee Musical
programme.
Aarav: The Tudors In Twenty Minutes was our final assembly
this year, and both 4D and 4BJ worked together to perform it
to the rest of the school. I played King Richard III and it was
really fun because I had fun lines and a dramatic dying part.
Keira: In cricket we have played house cricket and Austen
won all of their matches. We bowled really well (I bowled
Chaucer out on the first ball!).

SUMMER TERM REPORT—PREP 4
Mollie: This year in prep 4 swimming as a class we have been practising all the strokes we've had lots of support with
special techniques to help us on certain strokes. It has been so fun. Some people chose to do lane swimming after
school. In lane swimming we've been doing hard things but we managed to get through it. Thank you to Mr Smith for
teaching us. I can't wait for prep 5 swimming!
Eryn: Art at Spring Grove this year has been amazing! Our activities have
included things such as Mardi Gras masks, pointillism pictures, Mondrian
collages, Picasso portraits, and silhouette self portraits. I would like to say
thank you to Miss Drury!
Rosalind: Science this year has been really fun. My favourite topic we did
this year was States of Matter because we did some fun experiments but my
favourite experiment was when we made poo, (although it was really disgusting!)

Edward: I liked Samphire Hoe. It was the best trip in year 4. I found a ruby.
We did bug hunting, smelly pot making and digging for fossils.
Lottie: I have loved Values Week. It was so fun! I especially loved yoga,
house cricket, flower arranging and the 10k walk. We ended it with a water
fight and the bouncy castle!
Emily: Music this year has been so fun! We have learnt all about the blues
and we wrote a song which we performed in assembly. We also loved learning songs for the Bee Musical! Thank you to Mr Dray for teaching us!
George: Rugby was fun and enjoyable. We all had fun and it was a very good season. In a match once I was waiting to be
passed to so I always got in the right position and when I got passed to……I got a try. We won the game, so if you don’t
get passed to just get in the right position and the ball will come.
Oliver: In history we have learnt some awesome facts like how William the Conqueror introduced the Motte and Bailey
castles and how one of the Tudors most popular entertainment was bear baiting.
Tristan: In ICT, I really enjoyed importing data into spreadsheets, playing battleships and the multiplication game. Next
we did some video editing on an app called “WeVideo” here are the steps:
#1 Go onto camera and record 3 videos in your pair.
#2 Go onto WeVideo and upload your videos.
#3 Edit and cut them.
#4 Add text and music.
#5 Check
ICT was also fun because you also get to code on Scratch! I love coding and I’m really good at it.
Zara: Values Week was very fun. We made Banoffee Pie and
we did team building. It was so interesting. We went in the
pool and did loŧs of activities and sadly the girls lost! We had
a AMAZING bouncy house, we had a HUGE water fight and
we all were soaked after
Jenson: This term I loved football even though we lost every
game but it was very fun and enjoyable. I was a centre midfielder. The best player and the only one who scored by my
corner was Elliot. He scored with his butt.
Freddie: I liked learning how to do Tinker & Video Editor
because Aarav and I made a football video &
I am really good at helping people.

SUMMER TERM REPORT—PREP 5
Where did the time go? It feels like year 5 started a few weeks ago and suddenly we have reached its end. They
say time flies when you’re having fun and this year has been fun. Year 5 have been a bundle of energy, enthusiasm and determination. They have worked hard and played hard and have made the most out of life at Spring
Grove. This year really has been a team effort and the form has looked after and supported each other along
the way. It has been lovely to see them work as a unit with pupils helping each other in lessons, on the stage
and on the sports fields.
It is hard to pick out the highlights; I think one has to be the Greek Drama day where we learned to predict the
future with ornithomancy, create bas-reliefs and reenact the Olympic games. Another was the French trip.
What an amazing time we had, canoeing, climbing and baking. It was great to see them lose their inhibitions,
jumping into streams and pools of mud. It was also lovely to hear the class enthusiastically ask for food in
French and to see their confidence in the language increase.

At the end of this term in Values Week the class designed and built some raised beds for fruit and vegetables.
They threw themselves into the task wholeheartedly, worked together efficiently and produced some excellent
beds which will be used next year in Gardening Club.
One of the highlights for me has been the creative writing produced by the class. They have without exception
produced some beautifully written pieces of poetry and prose. They have learned to embellish their writing
with imagery and wonderful descriptions and it has been a joy to read.
This next term is important both academically and socially for the class. As we move closer to entrance tests
and the 11+ the children should continue to develop their reflective approach to education and ‘Always do your
Best’.
I can’t tell you how much I have enjoyed this year. Thank you for your support this year and particularly this term. I hope you all enjoy a lovely break
and a welldeserved rest.
Mr Mallalieu

SUMMER TERM REPORT—PREP 6
Well, for those of you that blinked, the year has finished, and for me as the form tutor it has a special place as
I'm not overseeing Prep 6 on a daily basis next year, which means this class is my last as a form tutor for the
time being.
Now as you'll all well know, I have never had favourites as it's not the done thing, but this really is
a great group of children who all seem to have
grown so much this year. They've grown not only
physically, but in so many other ways as well.
Their confidence as individuals is outstanding
across the board, their group cohesion is excellent, their sense of when to work hard, and when
to relax and enjoy the funnier moments in life is
spot on, and they are an all round talented bunch.
The range of different interests in the group is as broad as you can imagine with children gaining qualifications in all walks of life from scuba diving instructors, to singers, actors, sportsmen and sportswomen,
artists, musicians and the list goes on and on. We have enjoyed this
term enormously, with the usual residential trips and challenges.
We've rehearsed the leavers show to the point of exhaustion, and
then had to practise a little more for leavers assemblies, and then
French assemblies, and then for the Prom concert...their appetite for
work is simply mind boggling!

There are so many highlights from the year, too many to mention individually, but I will say this; each and every one of the class has on
more than one occasion provided me with that most precious of
gifts...a smile or a laugh! You know the ones, the ones you get when
your sides hurt from laughing, and you can't see for crying! I will of course
miss them all, and I hope that they all move seamlessly into their secondary
schools. I hope as well that they all flourish and grow and each of them fulfils their almost limitless potential. I couldn't have asked for a finer Prep 6
class this year...Bon chance my friends!...Yellow car!

Best of luck Prep 6, we will miss you.
Mr Smith

PRIZE-GIVING JULY 2022
Year 1
Achievement Prize: Florence C-H
Effort Prize: Florence K
Year 2
Achievement Prize: Willow A, Una C
Effort Prizes: Bloom C, Rosie M
Worrow All Rounder Cup: Heidi P
Wythe Pre-Prep Sports Cup: Remy B
Bene Tenax Pre-Prep Music Cup: Willow A
Prep 3
Achievement Prizes: Sebastian S, Camilla B
Effort Prizes: Livia C, Luca T
Prep 4
Achievement Prizes: Noah K, Rosalind J
Effort Prizes: Zara A, Abygaëlle B
Prep 5
Achievement Prize: Quinn C
Effort Prize: Isabelle P
Prep 6
Achievement Prize: May C
Effort Prize: Charlotte E
Year 6 prizes: Shaysha A, Marcus B, Pranav B, Poppy B, Ferdie C,
May C, Annabelle D, Lottie E, Lily E, Isobel J, Lucas K, Zach M, Harry
O-R, Isabella P-K, Isabella S, Josie W, Liberty W, Yasar Z
Leonnie Jones Cup for Overall Contribution: Shaysha A
Christopherson Cup: Poppy B
Camilla Harris Cup for Academic Achievement: May C
Arnold Overall Sports Cup: Lily E
Head’s Award: Josie W
Martin Family Award: Poppy B
Lisle Trophy: Liberty W
Head Girl’s Cup: awarded to Quinn C by Isabella S
Head Boy’s Cup: awarded to Elis F-P by Shaysha A

SPEECH AND DRAMA
(LAMDA) LESSONS
Some spaces will be available in September for new pupils in Years 3-6 for
Speech and Drama (LAMDA) lessons.
This an excellent opportunity for students to gain confidence in speaking
and presenting themselves through
the medium of performance and public speaking. Some parents and pupils
have found it an ideal way of improving standards of speech and use of
vocabulary in a fun and educational
way. Others have benefited from the
development of imagination and dramatic skills. It is intended that all pupils will take graded LAMDA exams
and there may also be an opportunity
to take part in the Kent Competitive
Festival for Speech and Drama in May.
For more information on LAMDA exams, here is the link to their website:
https://www.lamda.ac.uk/lamdaexams/our-exams
Solo lessons: 20 mins @ £18 per session
Shared lessons (2 pupils): 30 mins @
£15 per student per session
Please contact me by email
(dengate31@gmail.com) or phone
(07774 051810)
Andrea Dengate
MA, B.Ed (Hons), LGSM

Congratulations to Chaucer
for winning Jelly this term
1.

Conrad (6067 Stars)
2. Chaucer (5814)
3. Dickens (5615)
4. Austen (5295)

2. Chaucer (16,832)
3. Dickens (16,265)
4. Austen (15,591)

CONGRATULATIONS
Awards

Austen: Bloom C, Harry T, Rosie M, Martin B, Camilla B,
Finn P, Ella B-M, Andrew D, Isabelle P, Emily W, Liberty
W
Chaucer: Florence K, Jacob B, Jeremy O, Henry G, Charlotte A, Jenson B, Isabella W, George R, Arthur A, Tamsin
L, Olly R, Shaysha A
Conrad: Daisy L, Soumya A, Laurence C, Oliver H, Angus
M, Ottillie P, Willa L, Aarav S, Mollie S, Henry B, Sanjay P,
Isla W, Poppy B, Annabelle D, Isobel J, Lucas K, Josie W
Dickens: Victor K, Lucille A, Martha J, Fraser F, Esme F,
Luca T, Theodora O-R, Abygaëlle B, Edward B, Oliver M,
Rory B, May C, Harry O-R, Isabella P-K, Isabella S
Head’s Stars
Bronze: Martin B, Harry O-R
Silver: Annabelle D
Supreme: Isobel J

TERM DATES 2022-23
AUTUMN TERM 2022
Staff inset training: Tuesday 30th and Wednesday
31st August
Term Begins: Thursday 1st September
Half-term: Monday 17th – Friday 28th October
Term Ends: Wednesday 14th December
SPRING TERM 2023
Staff inset training: Tuesday 3rd January
Term Begins: Wednesday 4th January
Half-term: Monday 13th – Friday 17th February
Term Ends: Tuesday 28th March

SUMMER TERM 2023
Staff inset training: Tuesday 18th April
Term Begins: Wednesday 19th April
May Bank Holiday: Monday 1st May
Half-term: Monday 29th May – Friday 2nd June
Term Ends: Wednesday 12th July

